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“The health of a people is really the foundation upon which all their happiness and all their
power as a State depend”

Benjamin Disraeli, British PM, speech 23 June 1877
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FOOD: Bigger than the Plate

From gastronomic experiments to urban farming, this exhibition brings together the politics and
pleasure of food to ask how the collective choices we make can lead to a more sustainable, just and
delicious food future
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The Consumer Lifestyle Trends represent the biggest trends shaping people’s lives over the next 3-5
years. By keeping up with trends and understanding what’s coming next, the programme helps
companies within the food & drink industry in Ireland to better prepare for the future needs and
desires of their consumers.

Consumers want moments of discovery and delight that enhance their day, sharing
exciting stories and spaces with others.

Consumers want to eat, drink and live to optimise their body’s systems, to feel better
than well today and tomorrow.

Consumers want to use their time to be as productive and sociable as possible, flowing
from one thing to the next - and want to be helped, not hindered, by tech.

Consumers want to have a positive impact on society and the environment, and take
pride in a sustainable way of living.

Consumers want to express the views and values of themselves and their community,
and have their uniqueness and creativity respected and celebrated.

“

I want to eat, drink and live to
optimise my body’s systems, to
feel better than well today and
tomorrow…
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WHAT’S DRIVING THE TREND?:
DRIVERS

HOW IS IT MANIFESTING?:
SUB-TRENDS

Health as Systems
Growing digital
connectivity
The number of connected wearable
devices worldwide is expected to jump
from 325 million in 2016 to over 830 million
in 2020.1

Redefining
of old age
In the US, over 60s will hold 24% of total
income by 2020. 2

We increasingly understand dour body as
interrelated systems, and seek to improve them with
diet, from the inside-out, and through external, techenabled stimulation.

Expert
Enhancement
Democratised information leads to an increase in
‘expert’ voices when it comes to health. Consumers
are reaching for tech-enabled, personalised and
verified solutions for enhancing their diet and
wellbeing.

Rediscovering
Natural
Health-savvy consumers and innovators are
discovering and extracting the true wellness benefits
of natural ingredients, giving certain products a
surge of popularity or a new lease of life.

Engineering
Goodness
Rise of lifestyle diseases
One fifth of all adults in the world will be
obese by 2025 3
1 in 6 people in the past week experienced
a common mental health problem.

Increasing consumer expectation for alternatives to
products perceived to be unhealthy is driving the
growth of solutions reshaping our overall diet.

Optimising
Age
With global longevity increasing and changing
population status quo, consumer and government
focus on taking proactive measures to live better,
not just longer intensifies.

Only 43% of the cells in the human
body are human. The rest is taken
up by our microbiome that includes
bacteria, fungi, single-celled,
archaea and viruses…

Health as Systems

2018 study by bioRxiv.org

Apps that facilitate mental health
Moodo – using fragrances to create a
stress-free and healthy environment
Thync – non-invasive bioelectronic
platform which targets certain nerves
for electrical stimulation - used to
combat mental health illness and
autoimmune disorders

Bio-dynamic ingredients to improve
physical and mental wellbeing

High Mood Food –natural, fermented
and living food, promoting the link
between digestion and mental health
WellWell – organic cold-pressed juice
with biodynamic (fermented) lemon, a
performance enhancer and counterfatigue drink

Google and Fitbit are collaborating to
merge Fitbit tracking with electronic
medical records for a comprehensive data
set for patient and clinicians.

Expert Enhancement

iEAT allergen detection system, a
portable key ring food scanner and
‘allergen alert’
Processes previously restricted to
science labs are now mainstreaming for
families

Lumo Lift is a corrective wearable
which vibrates when you are
hunching or can help correct your
stride
Lumo Lift aims to reduce visits to
medical specialists and
physiotherapists

The global Natural Health
Extracts market is set to grow
8% YoY to 2024
Newfoodmagazine.com, 2017

Rediscovering Natural

Major health foods retailer Planet
Organic embraces Ayurvedic antiinflammatories and antioxidants
Traditional Eastern medicinal herb
turmeric (and related curcumin) now
features in products as diverse as
popcorn, to tea and coffee, granola and
chocolate

Increasingly popular health
influencer profiles highlight the most
innovative and beneficial natural
extracts
Like @realfoodology, (Courtney Swan)
who has gathered 113k followers since
she began her online campaign against
antibiotics

$5.2
projected value of the global
meat substitutes market in 2020
billion
Engineering Goodness

Identifying plants that blend like egg
Given the vilification of high levels of
cholesterol found in eggs, and therefore
mayonnaise, JUST mayo’s yellow split
pea formula is true engineered
goodness

Vegan seafood: New Wave Foods
and Ocean Hugger Foods enter US
institutions as part of the ‘Healthy
for Life 20 by 20’ initiative
Vegan prawns and plant-based raw
tuna are free from marine toxins, high
mercury levels & contaminants found in
polluted ocean fish farms

“

I want to use my time to be as
productive and sociable as
possible, flowing from one thing
to the next - and helped, not
hindered, by tech…
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WHAT’S DRIVING THE TREND?:
DRIVERS

HOW IS IT MANIFESTING?:
SUB-TRENDS

Delivery 2.0
Growing digital
connectivity

Direct-to-consumer takes on new meaning as
goods can find their way to any convenient, and
changing, personal location, not just personal
address

75.4bn different connected devices
worldwide expected by 2025.1

Flexi-food
Eating and drinking occasions reshape and shift to
suit consumers who seek to maximise their days
(and nights), forcing rapid change for food & drink
manufacturers and channels

Changing lifestages and
household structures
By 2040, there will be an increase of
25% in single person households
in the UK.2

Invisible Digital
Algorithm-based living means less exciting
purchase decisions are easily outsourced for
consumers

Living Workplace
The blurring between places for work, retail and
social life leads to a reimagining of the workplace
as an enjoyable and lifestyle-enhancing
destination

Rapid urbanisation
Between 2016 and 2030, the number
of cities with 500,000 inhabitants or
more is expected to grow by 80% in
Africa and 30% in Asia.3

Techlash
A counter-subtrend in many ways: Consumers
become more averse to using technology and
sharing their personal information, seeking
meaningful and human connections to maximise
living
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WHAT’S DRIVING THE TREND?:
DRIVERS

HOW IS IT MANIFESTING?:
Uber’s latest promise SUB-TRENDS
to the major urban centres in
which it operates is that delivery of goods via Uber will
always take under 30 minutes from now on. Uber is
now the world’s largest food delivery business.
(Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi, 2018)

Delivery 2.0

Smart locks that can be opened with one time
passcodes free up consumers

Tagging every corner of the world in a universally
accessible system so that unmapped and
unregistered locations can be accessible

Wallmart has partnered with August SmartLock to
enable its drivers to use one time codes to enter
customers’ homes to unpack and refrigerate any
perishable food. Customers can track the delivery
and even watch it via smart cameras.

What3words provides a precise and simple way to
share and access locations more quickly and
accurately across the world, making no address offlimits for delivery.
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Meal kits (scratch and semi-scratch cooking solutions /
subscriptions) were the fastest growing food channels
in the US in 2018, with total sales of $2.2bn
(Nielsen, 2018)

Flexi-food

Strategically placed meat vending
machines in South Korea cater to
late solo diners

Algorithm-based pricing based on
demand fluctuations pricing meals
at differently at peak times

Specifically adapted to fluid routines
and small households as they provide
one person portions

Gebni discounts fluctuate in real time
and can range from a minimal 2% to a
substantial 35%, even on a $10 item
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The amount of smart devices connected to the
internet is predicted to increase to 75.44 billion in
2025 from 15.41 billion in 2015
(Statista, 2017)

Invisible Digital

Smart bins mean an end to
household shortages
GeniCan attaches to your bin and
scans items when you throw them
away before saving them onto your
shopping list or ordering them directly
through Amazon Dash

Microchips which function as swipe
cards and payment methods
SJ Railways in Sweden accept tickets
on a microchip embedded into your
hand, which can be read with a
smartphone
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“

I want to have a positive impact
on my society and the
environment, and take pride in
that sustainable way of living…
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WHAT’S DRIVING THE TREND?:
DRIVERS

Increasing Environmental
Pressure
120 million more hectares of
natural habitat need to be
converted to farmland to meet
demand for food by 2050. 1

HOW IS IT MANIFESTING?:
SUB-TRENDS

Supply Chain Laid
Bare
Consumers will expect brands to operate ethically
and have a net positive impact within their supply
chain. Increasingly powerful and accurate
technologies will provide proof of this from
independent sources.

Innovating against
waste
Rise of Protectionism and
Nationalism
From January 2018 China has
banned imports of plastic waste
from other countries.2

War on waste takes on new life and meaning as
cutting edge innovation helps environmentally
friendly alternatives hit the mainstream

Eco-Status
Consumer behaviour is fundamentally reshaped
by a new wave of sustainable brands that are
premium in look and feel, and are markers of
status

Rapid Urbanisation
Cities are responsible for 67% of
the total global energy
consumption and more than
70% of greenhouse gas
emissions

Local Action
With global longevity increasing and changing
population status quo, consumer and government
focus on taking proactive measures to live better,
not just longer intensifies

Walmart and IBM have partnered to
create the first blockchain tracking
system for food for a major retailer,
cutting down the time it took to track
produce from six days to two seconds.1

Supply Chain Laid Bare

Tony’s Chocolonely, Germany uses
bean tracking (blockchain)
technology to ensure 100% slavery
free chocolate
The first in the snacking space to invent
this kind of accreditation

Spinneys Supermarkets in the UAE
provides in-store codes to track
product journeys
Next-level demands for traceability are
evolving globally, not just in the West
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Innovating Against Waste

KeepCup, the Australian reusable cup brand, sold
a quarter of a million of their barista-standard
cups in the UK in the run up to Christmas - the
biggest three months of sales in its history and just
before the 25p “latte levy” was imposed.

Using an existing by-product in
agriculture - Piñatex is a natural
textile made from pineapple leaf

Eliminating waste from the
consumption cycle - Plastic Eating
Enzymes

Creating additional income streams for
farming communities as well as a
sustainably sourced, high-fashion
material

Scientists in Japan & the UK have
created a mutant enzyme that breaks
down plastic drinks bottles
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The ethical products and services sector in
the UK has grown by more than £40bn
since 2008 and is now worth £81.3bn
(Financial Times, 2017)

Eco-Status

Michelin star ‘The Perennial’ in San
Francisco reinvents classic dishes
within a zero waste ‘loop’

The Giki Food app is a catalogue of
sustainable, premium suppliers with
ratings against different values

The Perennial grows its veg with
restaurant compost and even makes
resin and varnish for the interiors from
cooking by-products

Consumers can make fully informed
decisions on how brands match up in
the metrics that matter the most to
them
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47% of 21-38 year olds actively
buy from smaller brands as it
allows them to support local
entrepreneurs (vs 40% of 38-53 year
olds)

Local Action

Unilever is proof that huge
multinational businesses can build
local economies too

Patagonia Action Works –
networking activists and facilitating
local action

Unilever have committed to donate
50% of the profits from their Growing
Roots urban farming initiative

Patagonia copy media headlines onto
the platform, next to a button saying
‘What Can I Do?’
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Commission Priorities 2019-2024
Follow- up to European Parliament (Feb 2018) report the Union’s Authorisation Procedure for
Pesticides. Response to concerns over Glyphosate………… Macron Letter to Citizens – half
pesticide use by 2025
Implementation of new Spirits Regulation
Implementation of new Official Controls Regulation
Trans-fat limit to be in place as of April 2021
Food Waste (2018) Guidelines – Council discussions (April 2018) – anything else ????
Increase in Novel Foods authorisations…………
Dual Quality products
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Commission Priorities 2019-2024
EU- Mercosur Trade Agreement ……… like TTIP ?? - WTO dispute on export of US Beef
‘Citizens’ initiatives – “Eat ORIGINal!” (Sept 2018) & “Non-Vegetarian/Vegetarian/Vegan”
labelling (Nov 2018)

EU Regulation 2019/515 (March 2019) on the mutual recognition of goods lawfully marketed in
another Member State [repeals EU Reg. 764/2008] ……….. Cassis de Dijon
BIG ITEM – implementation of new Reg 178 – major reforms on information & transparency for
EFSA – major issue of funding via Multi-Financial Framework (MFF)
BREXIT…….????

BUT IS THE EU READY FOR THE NEW FOOD AGENDA …..???????
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